Floyd Mayweather Jr. – the Dragon is Awake and Spitting Fireballs

“Shane’s going to come out and hit Floyd in the mouth and Floyd is going to sprout a tail, grow wings,
draw fangs and claws and turn into a dragon in the ring… and start spitting fireballs" - Naazim
Richardson 2010 Before Mosley/Mayweather Fight.
Anti-Mayweather fans or Mayhaters pat your selves on the back. Please, go ahead and indulge in a selfcelebratory victory soiree from a job well done. Here is a big Atta boy/girl!! You woke the dragon. On
September 13, 2014, in the event billed as “Mayhem,” Marcos Chino Maidana and Floyd Money
Mayweather Jr will get it on again in the same ring and in the same city. The rematch is a result of the
overwhelming crying and complaining from Mayhaters and Chino fans. The cries of disappointment and
somewhat out of context, over exaggerated photos and videos of Floyd looking surprised by the decision
of the first Maidana Mayweather fight was a proverbial punch to Floyd’s mouth. This time, the Dragon
is awake and spitting fireballs. I have a very strong feeling Mayhaters are not going to appreciate this
unhappy ending!
Floyd Mayweather jr beat Marcos Maidana by majority decision in May. The official judges scored the
fight 116-112, 117-111, and 114-114. Unofficially, I scored it 116-112 or eight (8) rounds for
Mayweather and four (4) rounds for Maidana. My lasting impression is Chino Maidana wildly bum
rushing Mayweather for the first three rounds and throwing wild haymakers as he tried to trap his
elusive opponent in the corners then Maidana was stopped in his tracks as Mayweather hit him
repeatedly with a stiff, left jab to the gut and a right hand slap across the face. Some experts said
Maidana tired in the later rounds, but I think the jabs to the stomach and the slaps to the face were the
catalyst to his sudden depletion of energy.

This time, in a fight that is truly meaningless to boxing purist and proves absolutely nothing to
Mayweather supporters, Mayweather will train harder. He will change his plan, and be more committed
to a earning a clear-cut and very decisive win. A win that will temporarily shut the mouths of the haters
(Until Mayweather Promotions announces the next challenge or Top Rank names a Pacquiao opponent
not named Floyd). That is the game, isn’t it?
Mayweather is about hard work and dedication. His commitment to his profession is not and cannot be
compared to another current fighter. The Money Team (TMT) or The Best Ever (TBE) will not shy away
from telling you this, but more importantly, they are quick to prove it. This alone is why 47-0 is more
realistic. As Floyd says, “On September 13, I will be faster. I will be stronger. I will be a better fighter.
This time around it will be a more exciting fight.”
Marcos Maidana has a punchers chance, but he had the same chance in the first fight. How did that
work for him? Anything can happen in the squared circle. This time around, Maidana has Floyd
Mayweather Jr’s full attention. The only problem now for Maidana is the dragon, known as Floyd
Mayweather Jr, is fully awake and ready to spit fireballs!
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